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DACO Partners with RackmedX to bring Pallet Rack Repair to the West Coast

DACO Corp today announced that they are partnering with Mississippi-based RackmedX LLC to offer full
service pallet rack repair to companies who are looking for a cost effective option to replacing their
damaged pallet racking systems.

Nov. 16, 2009 - PRLog -- DACO Corp today announced that they are partnering with Mississippi-based
RackmedX LLC to offer full service pallet rack repair to companies who are looking for a cost effective
option to replacing their damaged racking systems. Many companies today have some sort of pallet rack
damage but have delayed addressing it due to cost, down time and the disruption caused to their operations.
 

“We are excited to be able to offer our customers an affordable alternative to replacing their damaged pallet
racking systems.  The RackmedX system will actually make the repaired components more impact resistant
with increased protection than the original upright.” says Justin Cox, DACO’s resident pallet rack expert.

Repairing damaged components instead of replacing a damaged pallet rack upright is a safe, cost effective
alternative that is far less intrusive to a company’s daily operations.  In most cases it is not necessary to
unload, relocate, and then reload product in the pallet rack system in order to repair it.  Not only are the
damaged components repaired with high quality constructed replacement parts, they are also integrated
with impact protection to help reduce and in some cases eliminate recurring impact damage.  

Replaced upright columns could suffer the same fate as the original uprights.  By repairing them instead,
the built-in column protection will improve the impact resistance by 200% or more, making the replaced
column structure more protected than the original.  This added protection is especially valuable in high
volume distribution facilities that experience recurring rack damage.

A selection of pallet rack repair components are available and can be easily installed by a company’s
maintenance department or professional installers, available through DACO.  Installers provided by DACO
respect and abide by all safety rules and regulations.

DACO has been working with companies since 1972 to supply top-quality products and offer creative
material handling solutions that reduce expenses and improve their operations.  By teaming up with
RackmedX, who has been dedicated to offering quality product and pallet rack repair services since 1993,
the combined forces offer an affordable and time saving alternative to replacing damaged racking systems.  

For more information please visit http://www.dacocorp.com.

# # #

Daco is a material handling and packaging equipment company that supplies insulated fish totes, bulk and
hand held totes, seafood display totes, dump carts, fish baskets, fresh paks, plastic pallets, bug zappers,
pallet jacks and more. We also offer pallet rack repair.

--- End ---
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